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ALLIOT TECHNOLOGIES BOLSTER LORAWAN OFFERING 

WITH MILESIGHT IOT 
 
Huddersfield, West Yorkshire, UK / May 23rd 2022 Leading IoT specialist distributor, Alliot 
Technologies has today announced its new partnership with professional solution provider, 
Milesight IoT. In a move to increase their offering, the agreement will see Alliot supply the entire 
LoRaWAN range on behalf of Milesight throughout the UK and Europe.  
  
With the addition of a new range of gateways, sensors and visualisation/management tools, the 
Milesight IoT series comprises of a variety of specialist sensors designed to monitor air quality, space 
utilisation and complex environmental factors both indoors and out.  
 
Sales Director of Alliot Technologies, Craig Herrett, said, “We are delighted to announce our 
partnership with Milesight and look forward to working alongside them to bring even more innovative 
solutions to our partners throughout the UK and Europe.  
 
“We have seen the demand for LoRaWAN devices accelerate at tremendous speed over the last 
couple of years, and as reported by the LoRa Alliance, this is only going to continue. It’s an incredibly 
exciting period for the technology and those involved; it couldn’t be a better time to explore the 
Milesight IoT range.” 
 
As part of the launch, Alliot will be teaming up with Milesight to deliver a free webinar to introduce 
the range and its capabilities on 13th July 2022 at 10am (UK time). More details on how to register 
can be found on Alliot’s website.  
 
“It is true that the IoT ecosystem has seen an incredible increase in the deployments of massive IoT 
projects even post-COVID and this is the time that we establish an official yet prosperous distribution 
partnership to Alliot who will definitely expand the IoT business to the next level!” said Leon Jiang, 
VP at Milesight IoT. 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: 
Kate Figg | 01484 599544 | kate.figg@alliot.co.uk 
 
NOTES TO EDITOR: 
 
ABOUT ALLIOT TECHNOLOGIES: 
Alliot Technologies is Europe’s leading distributor of IoT products. Specialising in LoRaWAN and 
cellular IoT (NB-IoT & LTE-M). Alliot provides easy access to the best-in-class hardware, services 
and support to customers throughout the UK and Europe. Alliot’s vision is to simplify the set-up 
and ongoing management of IoT devices by providing solutions ready to be interfaced with the 



 

 

users’ selected IT structure through device provisioning services and support from an expert 
technical team.  
Alliot makes IoT accessible to all, helping partners to develop their solutions from proof of concept 
to fully scalable commercial solutions, enabling them to take the specific piece they need to bring 
their projects to life.  
For more information, contact Alliot Technologies at contact@alliot.co.uk or visit https://alliot.co.uk/ 
 
ABOUT MILESIGHT: 
Milesight is a professional IoT company that leverages the top trending 5G, AIoT & LoRaWAN 
technologies. We believe that the air quality, space utilization and complex conditions in building 
and environment can be simplified into the actionable IoT insights. 
 
FOR MORE INFORMATION: 
shorturl.at/kBHLV 
 
Webinar Registration: 
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/1756393282691440395?source=Press+Release 
 


